
Save paper by printing this and cutting it in half. :) 

M.L.F.A. Device Policy and Etiquette Statement 
 
Judges, please remind the contestants of the following rules prior to commencing the round. 
 
All electronic devices must be turned off, not just silenced, while speaking rounds are in 
session. Contestants must be attentive and respectful at all times. Inappropriate, distracting, or 
off-task behavior may result in disqualification from this competition.  If a speaker is interrupted 
by outside forces, he/she may continue, but also has the right to start over without being 
penalized. 
 
If asked, students should help put the room back to its original state at the end of the round. 
When leaving the room, remain silent as other rooms are still competing. 
 
If a contestant’s device makes noise or is used during the round, the judge will alert the 
infractions table. If a judge’s device makes noise or is used during the round, the judge must pay 
$10 to the host school as a fine. Cell phones cannot be used as timers. Students may report this 
to a coach, and judges can turn themselves in to the infractions table.  
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